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INTRODUCTION
The Psychosocial Research and Action Collective is a group of researchers, activists,
and academics linked in their defense of human rights and nature from the field of
social psychology. As a collective we are interested, primarily, in understanding the
diverse forms of political violence and social repression that involves the violation of
these rights.
We investigate the contexts and groups in which these violent acts occur, identifying the
strategies and objectives pursued, the actors to whom they are directed, who ultimately
benefits from these actions, etc.
On the other hand, we value the social fabric (the groups, collectives, and movements)
like spaces of resistance and necessary coping faced with the impact of this violence and
it is because of this our collective looks to make a contribution from the analysis of
social psychology that favors well-being and collective health.
At the international level we belong to the Movement for the Health and Peoples of
Latin America.
We at the Psychosocial Research and Action Collective want to thank everyone that has
collaborated in the making of this report.
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1) SOCIO-POLITICAL CONTEXT
On August 2, 2015, around 200 people left from Tundayme, in the Province of Zamora
Chichipe, bound for Quito, kicking off the Indigenous March (the March for Dignity
and Life). The location chosen as the starting point of the march is of special relevance,
since it is a major focus of conflict against the Mining project Mirador in the Condor
mountain range. On their way through the city of Latagunga, in Cotopaxi Province, the
march joined the indigenous uprising or “Levantimiento” proclaimed by CONAIE
August 10th. The indigenous mobilizations arrived at the capital August 13th, converging
with the National Strike organized by the central unions. From that date, unrest
continued for several days in various parts of the country.
One of the principle antecedents of the surging unrest at the national level is a series of
government measures and decisions that are evidence of the contradictions that are
present between the established mandates in the Constitution of the Republic of
Ecuador and the reality of life in the country. One of the problems is in the lack of
equilibrium of state functions of the state that includes no real mechanisms for citizen
participation and oversight. At the moment, there is only one political organization,
which, besides the central government, constitutes a majority or the totality of the most
important bodies such as the Constitutional Court, the National Electoral Council and
the Council of Citizen Participation and Social Control. This has reduced the
possibilities of exercising the rights to participation and free expression, as well as the
guarantee of protection before abuses of power.
Thus, there are repeated complaints about the violation of the constitutional right to
public consultation in such diverse contexts as against the implementation of extractive
policies, signing a trade agreement with the European Union that social organizations
have denounced as a Free Trade Agreement (Tratado de Libre Comercio – TLC) or the
constitutional reforms that the government is trying to pass as amendments. Likewise,
the right to prior consultation continues without complying with the recommendations
of international organizations that consultations be made in good faith with adequate
information. In addition, the criminalization of social protest in Ecuador, whose
constitution also recognizes the right of resistance, has also been documented in
multiple cases brought before the relevant government agencies and others.
Add to this the dissatisfaction of large sectors of society with measures the government
has implemented in recent months, leading mobilized social sectors to hold the
following primary demands:
 Abandon the constitutional amendments including unlimited re-election, or
changes expanding the capacity of the armed forces to intervene in domestic
territory, among others.
 The restitution of the state‟s contribution of 40% toward the Ecuadorian Social
Security Institute (Instituto Ecuatoriano de Seguridad Social, IESS) for
retirement pensions and catastrophic injuries.
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 Free Access to higher education and to bilingual intercultural education, rights
which have been limited by the restricted entry of universities and the closure of
child-care centers and community schools.
 Respect for the Rights of Nature, which are becoming affected particularly in
zones of mining and petroleum extraction like in Quimsachocha and Rio Blanco
(Azuay), the Condor Range (la Cordillera del Cóndor (Zamora Chinchipe)) or
Intag (Imbabura) in the case of mining conflicts and in the Amazonian region in
the case of petroleum conflicts.
 Abandon the Land Act (la Ley de Tierras) and repeal the Water Act, which open
the doors to privatization against constitutional principles.
As part of these mobilizations that continue today, August 23 2015, a large number of
persons have been reported arrested and assaulted, many of whom have begun judicial
processes with accusations ranging from attacks or resistance to rebellion and terrorism.
In this context the present report tries to identify the strategies of repression and
political violence exercised by the Ecuadorian state in the context of the Indigenous
Marches and the National Strike.
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2) OBJECT AND FOCUS OF THE RESEARCH

Why a report about repression?
This report presents the strategies of state repression and violence under which a large
part of the Ecuadorian population is suffering because of their legitimate exercise of the
rights to demonstrate and publicly express their opinions and disagreement with
government policy. The aim is to make visible and examine the rights violations that the
Ecuadorian people are experiencing in the context of Indigenous marches and the
National Strike, principally evidenced in the attacks on and detention of the citizenry.
This report, authored August 23, 2015 begins with analysis of the events of August 13,
2015, the day of the national call for marches, and continues into the following days.
Thus, the object of this report is 1) to analyze the current repressive strategies employed
by the Ecuadorian State, its bodies and security forces, 2) to provide socio-historical
contextualization of the violence, the objectives pursued and the standards by which
power is governed, 3) as well as the effects it creates in Ecuadorian society.
From where do we examine political violence?
We understand that the violence exercised by States “aims to affect dignity, destroy
personality, considerably alter the will and spirit, sully a good name, paralyze a
community and moreover leave a message of horror and terror as a pedagogical
example” (Gómez Córdoba, 2006). These consequences are the effect of acts or
inactions that deprive persons full enjoyment of their human rights as well as the
institution of systematic actions aimed at imposing certain political-economic interests
in designated “territorios,” (a term used by indigenous political actors to refer to their
nations‟ sovereign lands).
We conceive “political repression” as all those measures to restrain, control, stop, and
punish whatever kind of social action by the exercise of political power against persons
or collectives.
This report is the product of interdisciplinary work, based on an analysis of political
violence that demonstrates the consequences of state aggression and human rights
violations on collective health. Although still preliminary, this report responds to the
urgency of the situation: it incorporates a comprehensive, collective health approach
that promotes actions aimed at restoring social welfare, respect for human rights (as
well as those of collectives‟ and nature) and the cessation of violence against the
Ecuadorian citizenry.

Political violence is a health risk factor. The most apparent consequences are those
derived from physical attacks. These attacks can trigger numerous consequences,
aggravate pre-existing conditions or induce the emergence of new conditions.
Furthermore, violent acts may cause traumatic psychological and emotional harm to
8

victims, so that their experience and recuperation have a direct impact on health. In
situations of collective violence one sees an emotional climate characterized by fear,
anxiety, insecurity, hopelessness and distrust in society and its institutions, a situation
that also that favors social relations marked by polarization and stereotyped beliefs
(Larizgoitia, Izarzugaza, & Markez, 2011).
In this context it is important to understand how repressive strategies (that lead to state
violence against the population) operate. In this way, one can visualize the impact of
state repression on the public health of affected populations and advocate the cessation
of aggression.
Also, we frame our analysis in a feminist lens to examine how the actions and attacks
carried out by the Ecuadorian government have exacerbated the conditions in which
many women live, and the specific repression exercised against them. This helps us
understand how women experience political violence in their bodies and territories and
make visible aggressions normally hidden in patriarchal societies.
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3) METHODOLOGY
This report was written by an interdisciplinary team mainly composed of professionals
in diverse fields in the social and health sciences, including psychology, medicine,
social work, socio-environmental science, geography, and social media, as well as
activists and volunteers, from diverse backgrounds.
This is a descriptive study interested in what happened to persons of civil society
assaulted or arrested during the demonstrations held around the country between August
13th and 23rd 2015.
Following selected cases, we analyze the patterns and dynamics of State repression
using an inductive research approach.
To this end, data has been triangulated from different sources to build a database of
primary sources (such as testimonies, interviews and records) and secondary sources
(including newspaper articles, government documents, legal documents and newsletters
from different organizations).
Some of the most important recordings were made in the medical tent in El Arbolito
park in the city of Quito. They were obtained from the assaulted persons gathered there
and their medical reports. Another important source of personal testimonies were
collected after nationwide demonstrations. Key informants provided information they‟d
recorded. With these records we have proceeded to undertake a systematic compilation
of these attacks, arrests, searches, and damages to physical and mental health of victims
of state violence.
Additionally, media publications both public and private (El Comercio, El Universo,
The Hour, The Telegraph, The Citizen, among others) were collected. We have also
obtained records from government sources like national channels, government
statements around the national strike, the President‟s Citizen Link broadcast or public
requests for information (Ministry of Interior, Prosecutor's Office, Ministry of Defense,
Office of the President, among others). Similarly, data was obtained from the press
releases of diverse social organizations and human rights groups that reported on the
abused and detained. Official social networks and communication channels of different
groups and organizations were examined as well. The diversity of secondary sources
ensures a high level of objectivity and impartiality in the analysis of results.
This quantitative data allows us to estimate the current situation in relation to the
magnitude of political violence while qualitative information facilitates our
understanding of the population‟s perspectives.
Here you can see the number of records for each of the available sources:
Source Documents
Newsletters
Testimonials
Informants Key

Total # of Records
102
27
36
10

Media Outlets
Government Sources
Medical Records and
Documents
Not Identified
Total

12
3
36
13
229

Source: Prepared by Collectivo de Investigación y Acción Psicosocial Ecuador

Supporting documentation, (photographic and audiovisual) of the events narrated in this
report at the end of the document.
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4) SAMPLING
The sample includes data from the sources mentioned, and consists of 229 registered
cases of: assaults; arrests; attempts to arrest; and raids throughout the territories where
there have been demonstrations and protests.1 In most of these cases information was
available about the circumstances of the assault and detention, as well as injuries to the
public. Injuries and the cases in which victims received medical assistance are also
documented.
Of all registered cases, 158 are men and 52 women. Ages range between 14 and 75
years.
Persons assaulted and detained by sex:

Source: Prepared by Collectivo de Investigación y Acción Psicosocial, Ecuador

142 arrests were reported, while 77 assaults were recorded without arrests. Also, 4 cases
are recorded in which an arrest was attempted after assault. In many of these cases,
these assaults and arrests occurred in the context of raids, mainly in the provinces of
Loja, Zamora Chinchipe and Morona Santiago.
Here you can see a breakdown of the most affected regions and the provinces in which
assaults and arrests were registered.

1

This number represents the total number of cases in which proven information is available about
each of them. A part from these cases there is aggregated information of hundreds of people from across
the country. This information is not included in the sample since it was not possible to compare the source
to identify each one of the persons attacked or detained.
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Site of the Assault or Detention
Azuay
Bolívar
Bomboiza (Morona Santiago)
Cañar
Chimborazo
Cotacachi (Imbabura)
Cotopaxi
El Chasqui (Cotopaxi)
EL Girón (Azuay)
Esmeraldas
Guayaquil
Imbabura
Otavalo (Imbabura)
Pastaza
Portoviejo (Manabí)
Puerto Murialdo (Orellana)
Puyo (Pastaza)
Quito (Pichincha)
Santo Domingo
Saraguro (Loja)
Zamora (Zamora Chinchipe)
Blank
TOTAL

Total # of records
1
1
9
13
1
1
2
4
3
2
4
6
1
8
1
8
3
105
3
50
2
1
229

Source: Prepared by Collectivo de Investigación y Acción Psicosocial, Ecuador
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5) RESULTS
Arrested Personas
Of the people who suffered repression by the State, 142 were assaulted and detained. In
4 cases of assault, arrest attempts were recorded. Approximately 2 out of 3 victims of
state violence were arrested, which suggests a strategy of protest control.
Type of Repression: Assault or Arrest

Source: Prepared by Collectivo de Investigación y Acción Psicosocial, Ecuador

The dates on which these events occurred were mainly on August 13, during the
marches, and on August 17, during the protests throughout the country. It is striking to
see that the attacks without arrest occurred almost exclusively during the course of the
August 13, while arrests occurred on both days. What these data show is that during the
protests in the provinces, detention was the main strategy for repressive control.
Dates of the Arrests

Source: Prepared by Collectivo de Investigación y Acción Psicosocial, Ecuador
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Dates of the Assaults

Source: Prepared by Collectivo de Investigación y Acción Psicosocial, Ecuador

With respect to arrested persons, the report by the State prosecution announced 123
persons arrested by August 19th of which 62 are in pretrial detention. We have a report
of 142 people arrested; however, it is noteworthy that our records are as of August 23.
The principle accusations are sabotage and terrorism, impeding public services,
attacking or resisting police, possession of weapons, as well as inciting riot. Moreover,
some people have been freed for not qualifying for flagrancy. According to the
prosecution “in Loja the largest number of arrests were recorded, with 34. Of these 26
are in pretrial detention, 4 persons were with precautionary measures and preliminary
investigations were opened on four other citizens” (State Prosecutor, 2015).
Alleged Charges

Source: Prepared by Collectivo de Investigación y Acción Psicosocial. Information from the database of
the State‟s Prosecution.
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Charges and punishment of offences
Charge

Punishment

Sabotage y Terrorism

7 to 10 years

Impeding Public Services

1 to 3 years

Assault or Resisting Police

1 to 3 years (with weapon 3 to
5 years)

Portación ilegal de armas

3 to 5 years

Incitación a la discordia

1 to 3 years

Source: Prepared by Collectivo de Investigación y Acción Psicosocial with data from the database of the
Comprehensive Organic Criminal code (el Código Orgánico Integral Penal)

Also assaults and arrests of minors, senior citizens and pregnant women were recorded.
If we look at the data with regards to women, one can see that the percentage of assaults
without arrest is larger than that of men, and almost equal to the number of arrests. This
is evidence that with women, while the arrests are significant, the assaults without arrest
are a mechanism that intends to conceal violence, since it does not involve juridical
procedures.
Types of Repression against Women

Source: Prepared by Collectivo de Investigación y Acción Psicosocial
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Types of Repression against Men

Source: Prepared by Collectivo de Investigación y Acción Psicosocial

a) Significant Arrests
-

M.E., Pastaza, 61 years old

On August 13, 2015, M.E. was in the Plaza Roja de Puyo, protesting with hundreds of
people when a group of women police officers arrested her. According to her testimony
and supported by medical records (including photos and audiovisual recording) they
beat her all over her body. The people that were in the plaza tried to defend her and tried
to prevent the arrest which, in the end, was successful.

M.E., August 13, Pastaza. Source: EcoAmazónico
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She was transferred to the Police Joint Command, at km marker 2 on the road to Macas
where she was arrested and handcuffed without shoes.
From Police Joint Command, she was transferred to Puyo Hospital and the doctor
indicated that she should remain in observation for the multiple traumas she had
suffered. The diagnosis noted multiple contusions, arterial hypertension and bone
fractures. Moreover, it was advised that she be taken to the Emergency room of the
IESS hospital.
In the IESS hospital they certified that she should remain totally at rest and that she
could not leave the nursing home. Because of this the whole Judge‟s cabinet was moved
to the hospital in order to hold a judicial hearing. Outside there were approximately 50
police officers.
In the hearing, she was judged on the grounds of article 283 of the Comprehensive
Organic Criminal Code (el Código Orgánico Integral Penal (COIP)) that referred to the
attack and resistance. The judge ruled prison awaiting trial for 30 days. On the morning
of Saturday the 15th of August, a doctor came on shift who discharged M.E. against the
rest previously prescribed.
Then the nursing home was militarized. Two trucks filled with soldiers arrived.
A memo came from the Ministry of Justice, Human and Cultural Rights by the director
of Puyo‟s Detention Center, ordering her release from IESS. The letter authorized the
transfer of M.E. to Cuenca‟s Regional Detention Center for security reasons, under
strict surveillance measures.
After a challenge by a judge, M.E. was not transferred to Cuenca. She was secluded in
the Putuymi Detention Center in Pastaza. The family only had access to see her Fridays
and Saturdays. On Monday, August 17, her health problems reappeared. They took her
to the emergency room before dawn, but then returned her to jail.
In the early morning of Friday August 21, M.E. was released with pending charges.
-

C.P., Quito, 46 years old

C.P., the President of ECUARUNARI (the indigenous movement of Kichwas in the
Ecuadorian Sierra) was detained the night of August 13 in Quito during the march in the
vicinity of the San Francisco Plaza. In statements made to the media he said: "We
received blows, elbows, punches and kicks. We were detained for about two hours and
ended up at the Red Cross where our wounds were tended to.” He suffered injuries
which needed medical care and had to be admitted for observation in a hospital in the
capital.
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C.E. recibiendo asistencia médica en Quito

-

S.Q., Quito, 44 years old

S.Q., Prefect of the province of Zamora Chinchipe, was beaten and arrested by the
national police during the march on August 13, 2015 in Quito. He was released the same
night in which he was detained. He gave the following statement to various media
outlets: "Suddenly I felt someone pushing me and I ended up in the middle of the two
police cordons. I do not know exactly what time it was. There were infiltrators who
pushed me to the police. They caught me by the hair and hit my head on the ground. I
wanted to get up and they would not let me. After a while they got tired, dragged and
kicked me. Then they used their batons; I have broken hands. It seems that they wanted
to put me in the middle of the Correístas (Correa supporters) because they took me in
the direction of Plaza Grande. I was kept in the corner of the Presidency of the
Republic. Then I shouted at all the Correístas. The general who had arrested me asked:
did I want the Correístas to drag me. Then, when they weren‟t paying attention, I tried
and managed to post a “selfie” to Facebook with my cell phone. I pointed out that I
sent the message with his name and of his supporters. That's when the man got worried
and told me to follow him. They brought me back down Garcia Moreno until Bolivar
Street and returned me to my comrades. I think he was frightened when he saw the
messages on Facebook. With me were two other people, but do not know their names.
They stayed there, as detainees" (El Comercio, 2015).
-

K.B., Quito, 31 years old

K.B., Leader of the women of CONAIE (Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities of
Ecuador) was arrested by police in the vicinity of the Plaza San Francisco. She said
“she was arrested by two police officers on the street. They sprayed pepper gas all over
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her body, they pulled her for going to defend a comrade who was being attacked by 10
policemen and was bleeding. She was finally released in the square." She felt dizzy and
disoriented. She was attended to by a doctor from Cuenca who was participating in the
march.
People Assaulted
A detailed protocol was established to collect information on assaults which received
hundreds of reports of people being attacked. As of now, a detailed record of 77 cases of
aggression is available but this is just a sampling of the hundreds of attacks that have
occurred at the national level in different territories.
A register of medical diagnostics is available in the case of people attacked in Quito as
well as medical reports of different cases nationwide.
Also, personal testimonies recounting the location of the attacks, the type of aggression,
an account of the events and medical care if provided were collected and compared with
medical diagnoses, reports and records. In addition, data on the potential emotional or
psychological damage of the assaults was also collected.
The most serious injuries reported were the multiple injuries and fractures caused by
blows from batons and the impacts of tear gas canisters, as wells as the burns caused by
pepper spray and tear gas. Injuries occurred on limbs, as wells as the head and face.
Multiple cases of loss of consciousness were also reported. A case of stroke was
recorded following the arrest of a man in Orellana, on 21 August.
The testimonies collected also provide accounts of the emotional, cognitive and
psychological effects of state aggression on the people who provided testimony.
Symptoms include, among others: nervousness, stress, insomnia or sleep disorders ("bad
dreams”); feelings of anger, despair, and fear; loss of appetite, weakness,
apprehensiveness, paranoia, loss of enthusiasm, and demoralization.
Attacks have even entered private homes and businesses. There are also records of
assaults on minors and elderly persons (See Minors arrested and assaulted).
There are audiovisual records in which the police used tear gas on the population
without provocation, as in the case of Orellana on August 21; and, in the case of
Saraguro on August 17, one can see police charge prior to any kind of aggression by the
population.
Below, we highlight some of the data and cases of assaults on the national level as a
sample of the 77 cases available:
a) Assaults on Protesters
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-

V.A., Quito, (no age provided)

On August 13, 2015, an assault against V.A., an Amazonian leader in the Plaza de Santo
Domingo de Quito was reported at 9 pm. Injuries were visible on his head with blood on
his neck and body. He was taken to Enrique Garcés Hospital by a Red Cross ambulance.
He was hospitalized until the following day when he was discharged with a traumatic
brain injury.

V.A., August 13 Quito
-

H.P., Cotopaxi, (no age provided)

On August 15, 2015, H.P., president of an Indian community, lost his right eye from the
impact of a tear gas canister during the attacks took place during the eviction in El
Chasqui, Cotopaxi. He lost his right eye by the impact of a tear gas canister. He is
recovering in the Latacunga Hospital.
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H.P., August 15, El Chasqui (Cotopaxi)
-

G.U., Pastaza, (no age provided)

On August 19, 2015, G.U. an indigenous leader and his family arrived in Puyo at 3 pm
traveling from the Amazon. At 4:30 pm three uniformed policemen entered his house
without notice, shooting teargas bombs into the house, causing asphyxiation for the
people inside the home. At that time there were 5 adults in the house as well as two
children, a 1 year old and 6 month old. They tried to arrest G.U. but in the end the arrest
was not carried out.
-

M.S., Imbabura, 26 years old

On August 20, 2015, at 5:30 on the Panamerican Highway, 5 kilometers outside of
Otavalo, opposite the Laguna San Pablo, M.S. a law student, was shot four times to the
right leg, left leg, forehead and hand. Following these injuries she was admitted to the
Hospital de Ibarra. At the time of this report, the medical team informed the family that
she might lose one of the fingers of her left hand. The woman was detained by the
National Police who, without informing her family, took first Hospital of Otavalo and
subsequently moving her to the Hospital de Ibarra. The police tried to keep the clothes,
but the family prevented it.
-

D.C., Imbabura, 40 years old

On August 20, 2015, at 6:30 pm, on the Panamerican Highway, 5 kilometers outside of
Otavalo, opposite the Laguna San Pablo, D.C. was cooking in the vicinity of the
demonstration by the populace. He was hit by several gunshots in the abdomen around
the navel. His current status is unknown but is presumed serious by the information
received from the president of his community.
-

C.M., Pichincha, (no age provided)

On August 13, 2015, C. M. of Cotopaxi Province was attacked while participating in the
march in Quito. A group of 5 policemen kicked his head on the ground. He was beaten
with a nightstick to the head, abdomen, arms and legs. He lost consciousness. He was
treated at Enrique Garcés Hospital, the medical report indicating he‟d suffered multiple
superficial injuries. According to testimony gathered, the police arrived at the hospital
to demand his personal information.
-

W.S., Pichincha, 40 years old

On August 13, 2015, W.S. from the Province of Pastaza and member of indigenous
security of Sarayacu (Wio), was attacked by 10 National Police during the march in the
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Plaza San Francisco de Quito. They dragged, kicked and beat him in the head and legs.
He lost consciousness. Upon regaining consciousness he found himself isolated by the
police on one side of the Plaza San Francisco, while they stepped on his neck and said,
“We'll kill you.” He was seen later in the Eugenio Espejo Hospital. The medical report
indicated head injury with loss of consciousness. It also noted swollen wounds on the
right leg from beatings received during the march.

W.S, 13 de agosto, Quito
-

N.V., Pichincha, 50 years old

On August 13, 2015, N.V. from the Province of Bolivar was attacked in the vicinity of
the Plaza San Francisco de Quito during the march. He was hit in the leg repeatedly and
was run over by a horse. He lost consciousness and was aided by women who came out
of their homes in Quito‟s historic center.
-

J.V., Guayas, (no age provided)

On August 15, 2015, J.V., a medical student from Guayaquil was hit by a police car as
part of demonstration in Guayaquil. He is hospitalized by the seriousness of his
condition.
-

L.A., Loja, 36 years old

On August 17, 2015, L.A. a woman, 6 months pregnant, was out in Las Lagunas,
Saraguro, to give the news of the attacks by military and police to the community and
relate how they were tear gassed. She‟d been hit and went to get water. At that moment
"two policemen “in gray” took her by the arms and dragged her about 10 meters and to
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others threw two gases". She clung to some branches while the police tried to pull her
and she told them to let go. She has bruises on her arms.
-

M.A, Loja, 40 years old

He tells how on August 17, 2015, in demonstrations in Membrillo, Saraguro, he was
truck on the left shoulder by a stone thrown by police and/or soldiers. He received no
medical assistance but has injuries and bruises from the stone‟s impact.
-

I.L., Loja, 18 years old

On August 17, 2015, in Las Lagunas, Saraguro, “the police fired tear gas, and threw
stones at bodies of the demonstrators.” One of them fell on his hand, causing him a
wound that had to be sutured at two points.
-

M.P., Loja, 47 years old

On August 17, 2015, M.P. “was not participating in the strike, he went to the store and
when he returned he could not because the police ambushed him. He went to the cellar
of a house where police caught him and one of them hit him with a baton on the lip,
which burst and caused him to lose 5 teeth. They took him to Loja by police car, but the
amount of bleeding, the police left him in the Health Center in San Lucas. Due to lack of
doctors, they could not care for him. He called a friend who took him to the hospital in
Saraguro. There a doctor said that this had happened because he was being rebellious,
to which he got up and left the hospital to find care in a private clinic.”

b) Attacks on Journalists
Fifteen attacks on journalists and photojournalists from various media outlets were
reported, one of which also included arrest (in the case of J.M.).
The media outlets to which these journalists and photojournalists belong are: El
Comercio, APF, Expresso, Revista Criterios, ECTV, El País, Wambra Radio, Agencia
Popular de Comunicación Ser Públicos, Diagonal, Teleamazonas, Ecuavisa y and in one
of these cases a communicator for a decentralized self-government (Gobierno
Autónomo Descentralizado).
All of these attacks occurred on August 13, 2015 in the context of the marches. Twelve
attacks were recorded in Quito, one in Guayaquil and two in Imbabura.
Among those identified as responsible for the attacks include: the National Police,
supporters of Alianza País (party of the current government) and other unknown
persons.
The type of physical assaults and injuries recorded include vision loss, asphyxiation by
tear gas, broken collarbone, baton blows to the body and head as well as hearing loss.
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Verbal abuse of different types were also recorded against reporters covering the
demonstration in the vicinity of the Plaza Grande, preventing them from doing their job.
In addition, there were material damages, including breaking cameras and theft of
recorders and notebooks.
Arrest, assault and illegal revocation of visas intented to deport foreign citizens
On August 13, 2015 M.P., a foreign woman age 38 (Franco-Brazilian PhD in
International Relations at the Universidad San Francisco de Quito), was stopped and
assaulted. She is the partner of the President of the ECUARUNARI (the Confederation
of Peoples of Kichwa Nationality of Ecuador).
She was stopped by about 10 police operations in the streets Benalcazar and Espejo
(Historic Center of Quito) while trying to prevent the arrest of her partner.
Without a court order or charge, immigration control officials transferred her to Eugenio
Espejo Hospital later to be transferred to Pichincha‟s Flagrancy Unit. She was later
taken to the National Police‟s National Directorate of Migration (la Dirección Nacional
de Migración de la Policía Nacional).
On August 14, 2015, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Foreign Ministry), revoked M.P.‟s
visa without due process. M.P. had a legal and valid visa. No notification or information
was provided on the reasons for her arrest or the cancellation of her visa. After her visa
was revoked, she was transferred to the First Judicial Violations Unit in Quito (la
Unidad Judicial Primera de Contravenciones de Quito) in order to enter her in the
Immigrant Detention Center and begin the deportation process. She claimed Habeas
Corpus as her defense, a protective action and request for precautionary measures.
The hearing was held on at 3pm August 17, 2015, in the infringements unit to determine
her deportation, accompanied by a strong police presence. Only two official media
outlets were allowed to enter: El Telégrafo and Ecuador TV, the rest were denied entry.
Judge Gloria Pinza decided to reject the deportation because there was no reason for it
and asked the prosecutor to open an investigation into the actions of the Interior
Ministry, the police, and immigration officials.
On August 20, 2015, Judge Gloria Pinza queried the Ministry of Interior with regards to
her resolution. The revoked visa was not reactivated and therefore MP is still in limbo,
so she decided to voluntarily leave the country on August 21, 2015.
Raids on homes
On August 17, a day after the presidential decree calling for a State of Emergency
because of increasing volcanic activity of Cotopaxi, numerous house searches were
reported in Saraguro (Loja), more than 500 km away from the location of the volcano.
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Personal testimonies and audio recordings collected in the area indicate that military and
police entered peoples‟ homes, mainly in the communities of Ilincho, Las Lagunas,
Membrillo and Gunodel. Information collected tells of arrests and attacks on men,
women, children and elderly people, home intrusions, and even actions against people
who were not taking part in the demonstrations.
Take for example, the testimony of S.Z., a 15 year old from the community of Las
Lagunas, who reported that while cooking in his home, military forces “kicked in the
door of his house, dragged him out, choking him by his necklaces and taking him
prisoner.” Noting his age, he was released at about 5 am the next day. The youth never
knew where he was held.
Another witness testimony by Ñ.S., recorded in the community of Ilincho related
assaults inside a residence in which there were two elderly people and a disabled child:
“Grandad resisted and they threw him against a post where there was a mirror which
broke, cutting his head. They threw gas inside the house, a bomb in every corner, where
there were two senior citizens and a girl with special needs. Gas got in their eyes and
mouths, choking them. They shouted: „there are those mechosos‟” (a derogatory term
for indigenous people, referring to their hair style).
Other testimony about the raids on houses includes:
When he heard the military attack, he left his house to take a look, after which the
military entered his house violently, broke down the door and a table and arrested his
son” (MZ, 56 years old)
“They broke the door and entered, about 20.” (P.S., 17 years old)
“He got into the cellar of a house where police caught him” (M.P., 47 years old)
Also in Puyo, in Pastaza province, raids have been reported. This was the case for G.U.,
a Sápara leader, who on August 19, 2015 after returning from a trip through the
communities, was inside his home in Puyo along with some family and two babies (a
year and six months of age respectively). Without having participated in the
demonstrations, 18 police surrounded their house, three of whom fired tear gas into the
house.
In Puyo we have another witness who earns income through private trade with public
forces: “A.T., 31-year-old bricklayer belonging to the Shuar nationality occupation was
arrested in Puyo the night of August 13 2015 when he was in a „cyber‟ cafe. Police
violently entered. He mentioned that he was not present at the march nor in the area of
unrest. He was arrested near Radio Mía.”

Arrests and assaults of minors
Since the beginning of the strike on August 13, 2015 until August 23, 11 children have
been attacked and arrested. In Bomboiza, Morona Santiago, a minor was injured by a
tear gas bomb and had to be hospitalized, while in Pichincha, two minors must complete
40 hours of community service in the Judicial Unit of Integral Development for Juvenile
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Offenders. There is record of 3 arrests in Saraguro (Loja) and of 2 children in Puyo
(Pastaza).
On the other hand in Saraguro, minors after their release, said that they were taken from
their homes and that the police made excessive use of gas, batons, stones and
pyrotechnic fireworks, because of which they suffered symptoms of asphyxia. One of
the witnesses mentioned above in the raids on homes, recounts the assault of a child,
aged 15, in his home: “While he was cooking, they kicked in the door of his house, dragged him,
choking him by his with necklaces and they took him prisoner. Noting his age, he was released at about 5
am the next day. I never knew where he was held, he only remembers being on a bus in a parking lot.”

Militarization of the “Territorios” (Indigenous Nations’ lands)
a) Militarization in Saraguro
In data obtained from local media reported on August 14, 2015, 1,050 police officers
were in Saraguro and San Lucas with municipal police along the perimeters of the
Central Plaza and San Sebastian de Loja Plaza. Reports also indicate a police contingent
on the route of the march in Loja including the Motorized Operations Group (Grupo de
Operaciones Motorizadas: GOM), civilian traffic agents and plainclothes judicial police
officers. There were also 50 policemen guarding the governor of Loja (La Hora, 2015).
On August 17, 2015, in Saraguro (Loja) the area was militarized with heavy police
presence. Hundreds of police units including the National Police and the Motorized
Operations Group and military including ground armed forces (Fuerzas Armadas
Terrestres) raided the territories, in which they tried to reopen the Loja to Saraguro road
that was blocked by citizen protests during the national strike. Also a military helicopter
flew over the area all day.

Militarization of Saraguro, Loja
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Militarization of Saraguro, Loja

Militarization of Saraguro, Loja
In these photos, one can see how armed forces charged against the civilian population of
Saraguro using weapons, presumably tear gas. In these images one can see tear gas,
batons and one case, sticks are also used. One can also see armed forces throwing
stones.
In one video you can see members of the security forces pushing toward the people,
with women on the front lines.
In addition to personal injuries and arrests in the area, damage to houses was also
reported as a consequence of tear gas canisters being shot onto rooftops.
There is no public report by either the Ministry of Defense or the Armed Forces of
Ecuador for the reasons for the militarization of the territory.
b) Militarization of Morona Santiago
On August 14, 2015 at 6 pm, the province of Morona Santiago was militarized up to the
sector Bomboiza in order to evict protestors from the Puyo-Macas road. During the
altercation five people were arrested, including TJ, the president of the Shuar
Association Bomboiza. Two days afterward seven trucks carrying armed forces
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personnel were deployed on the same road, which remained blocked (El Comercio,
2015).

Militarization of the Puyo-Macas road
Source: La Hora
Also, in the afternoon of Saturday August 15 the Logroño-Sucúa-Macas road which
remained blocked was militarized, leading to 6 arrests as protestors were evicted (El
Comercio, 2015).
The media also reported militarization in the city of Macas, where a military contingent
arrived in the city on August 19 and the Government remained cordon off until August
21 (El Comercio, 2015). There is also a record that the Marine Corps was in the area for
no apparent reason.
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Infantería de la Marina llegando a Macas, Morona Santiago
Prosecution of Indigenous Leaderships
On August 19, 2015, the Police2 the police commissioner of the city of Macas, Denys
Marcelo Quezada Jaramillo, presented an indictment to the Provincial Prosecutor of
Morona Santiago requesting an investigation for the suspension of public services to the
highest representatives of the Indigenous movement including: J.H., President of
CONAIE (Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities of Ecuador), R.A. Vice President
of CONAIE, F.V., President of the CONFENIAE (Confederation of Indigenous
Nationalities of the Ecuadorian Amazon), A.G. (Chairman of the Shuar Federation) and
others. The complaint was assigned to the Office of National and Transnational
Organized Crime.
In another complaint on the same day, the same police commissioner, pursuing another
complaint against the same people and others in order to proceed with investigation of
“incitement to crime by a group of people with the purpose of committing several
crimes, including paralyzing the services of the Morona Santiago Government, road
closures and preventing users access to MAGAP offices (Ministry of Agriculture,
Livestock and Fisheries) and the Ministry of Education of Morona Santiago” (Excerpt
from the complaint).
A copy of the complaints is available.
Note that Denys Marcelo Jaramillo Quezada is a lawyer who until July 2014 worked in
the Ministry of Non-Renewable Resources as Regional Undersecretary of Mines in the
Central and South Macas. As police commissioner he was already accused in October
2014 of abuse of authority for an unjustified raid, according to local media (Radio
Canela Macas, 2014).
2

The office of General Administration of Police is appointed directly by the Provincial Governor,
which in turn is directly dependent on the executive.
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Gender-Specific Analysis
The testimonies gathered reported women arrested, gassed, beaten and hit, resulting in
effects like fainting, temporary loss of vision, insomnia, stress or fear because of the
sustained attacks. On August 18 the "Women of the National Uprising" presented a
statement to several United Nations bodies in which girls, older women, pregnant
women and nursing mothers reported physical abuse.
Recall, from earlier in this report, the testimony of L.P., a six-month pregnant woman in
the Las Lagunas community in Saraguro who was attacked by two soldiers who dragged
her about 10 meters while two other soldiers threw tear gas. In the same area, in the
Ilincho community, M.J.C, an older woman of 75 years, reported that 20 soldiers
entered her home, kicked her and pushed her against a wall, grabbing her arms “as if
crucified between two policemen."
On the other hand, in a statement published on August 15, the “Women of the Uprising”
reported that during the demonstrations in Cotacachi, Imbabura “police officers
deliberately beat women at the march in their private parts.” In addition, there is
evidence that several indigenous women had their ancestral clothing ripped at the time
of their arrest. Particularly serious is the case of S.L., arrested in Saraguro, Loja, who
accused the police of sexual abuse: “They grabbed me by the jimba (braided hair). They
dragged me, beat me, tore my clothes, mocked my bare breasts. They insulted me and
said they were going to rape me.”
The information gathered shows that these practices are accompanied by sexist
discourses that seek to denigrate and de-value the role of women in social
mobilizations. Testimonies documenting the police forces‟ sexist attitudes have been
collected. S.C. reports that during the demonstrations in Saraguro “police provoked
people, they laughed and said to the women that they should go and cook.”
It should be noted in this regard that these macho narratives have even been deployed
by the President. For example, on August 13, Rafael Correa published a photograph of
the mobilizations led by women, and made the following statement on his official
Facebook account: “The irresponsibility of the CONAIE: before the failure of the strike,
they close the Panamericana Sur (highway) El Chasqui sector using women and
children. Will someone take them to the Human Rights Commission? As if!” By
claiming that women are being used in the marches, the government uses a paternalistic
discourse that infantilizes women, denying their capacity for agency and their role as a
political subjects..
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Declaraciones de Rafael Correa en su cuenta oficial de Facebook
In other cases, the President has shown an overtly macho attitude that promotes the
deepening of the relations of domination of men within households. "Listen CONAIE,
FUT, you don‟t frighten anyone, go put your house in order gentlemen, the Ecuadorian
people are in charge here,” said Correa on August 13 from the stage at the Plaza
Grande (El Telégrafo, 2015).
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6) MAPPING AND TERRITORIAL ANALYSIS
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7) ANALYSIS OF THE STATE’S REPRESSIVE STRATEGIES
Use of the State of Emergency in the Context of the Marches
On August 16, 2015, by executive decree, President Rafael Correa declared a state of
emergency throughout the country because of the increasing activity of the Cotopaxi
volcano in the central Andes. Decree 755 gives extraordinary powers including the use
of all members of the police, use of public funds, suspension "of constitutional rights,
inviolability of the home, transit, assembly, and correspondence" (from the Decree 775)
as well as censorship of the media, in the exclusive context of the emergency of the
eruption of the volcano Cotopaxi. However, in both the indigenous Kichwa territory of
the Saraguro in Loja Province in the south as well as in Puyo, in Pastaza Province, both
far from the area affected by the volcano, the police and the military have used this
decree to raid homes without court order, even for people who have not participated in
demonstrations, in order to arrest and attack occupants in their homes, as in the case of
Saraguro.
In this sense, it is very worrying that the military, which under a state of exception
should be limited only to emergency situation, are exerting force against the civilian
population.
Selective Discrimination in the Militarization of the Territories
Different strategies have been used when deploying public and military force in the
various territories. In particular, note that zones which have been militarized are ones in
which the organized indigenous movement has particular relevance and strength, as in
the case of the Shuar and Achuar population in Morona Santiago or Kichwas in the
town of Saraguro.
The places where militarization has been carried out include even deployment of the
Marine Corps. The territories where military presence was found were: Morona
Santiago, Pastaza, Orellana, Canar, Cotopaxi, Azuay, Imbabura, Loja, all areas that
remain outside of centers of media broadcast, production and impact. This fact probably
facilitates military deployment and leaves marginal populations more vulnerable to
rights violations. The areas that we found to be militarized were in the provinces of Loja
and Morona Santiago.
Of particular concern are statements made by the Minister of Defense on August 19,
2015, in which after stating that “in accordance with the Ecuadorian Constitution which
determines the mission of the Armed Forces and the National Police and indicates that
these are institutions for the protection of rights, freedoms and guarantees of
citizenship” thereupon issued the following statement: “That when a soldier or police
officer throws a tear gas canister in order to prevent this brutality from thriving and
breaking windshields, this is a form of the progressive use of force, that all agencies
agree (...) the progressive use of force is a smart way to act” (Teleamazonas, 2015).
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In our opinion, this type of argumentation legitimizes the violence of security forces and
there is no question that the reports at our disposal demonstrate a disproportionate use
of force.
Discouraging Social Grassroots Participation with Assaults and Arrests
Patterns of mass arrest and assault in the grassroots are evident and it seems that their
aim is to discourage social participation through the exercise of coercive measures
among marginal citizens who wish to be participants in the political process.
While the arrests of prominent leaders at the national level have grabbed media
attention, it is the regular people of these various territories who have been detained
longer and with more serious charges. This implies that there is differential treatment by
the Ecuadorian government when carrying out repressive actions.
Lack of Judicial Independence and the Manipulation of Information from Public
Institutions
In analyzing the case of MP, the foreign woman whose the visa was revoked, it is clear
that there is no real separation between state powers. By superseding the court decision
at the request of the Interior Ministry, an executive decision incurs upon a resolved
sentence.
In the same case, the Ministry of Interior, which should report accurate and reliable
information on the circumstances in which the detainee was encountered, significant
discrepancies were found between the statements made by the detainee in various media
outlets and that which was available on the ministerial webpage. On August 14, 2015,
the detainee offered various media statements in which she described (with support of
video and audio): "First they hit us, CP and me, very hard in the street. I got a baton in
the face; I lost the sight in my left eye for several hours last night, luckily I'm fine. They
hit me hard, I was treated like a criminal just by walking in the streets. (...) In addition,
during the entire process of criminalization and my detention, there was a separation
"(El Comercio, 2015)
However, the same day the Interior Ministry issued an official gazette where the
detainee appears in an audiovisual recording edited out of context with distorted
information about the real condition of the detainee (Interior Ministry, 2015).
Control of Public Space
In Quito‟s Plaza Grande, the historical site where the last of the indigenous and social
marches have taken place, the government limited the ability of people to congregate on
the day of the national march, August 13, 2015. This circumstance made it impossible
for the rest of the citizenry to access the plaza, which was strongly guarded by police
forces on all neighboring streets. Army Special Forces units also came to the Plaza
Grande (El Universo, 2015).
The National Assembly also had strong police protection, according to the President of
the National Assembly, Gabriela Rivadeneira, the heavy police guard was because “we
must assure the safety of the visitors” (El Universo, 2015).
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Despite the high number of citizens who participated in the March and National Strike,
the President of Ecuador said, “Before the people surrounded the Plaza of Independence
to dispose Presidents, while now they congregate to support the regime” (El Telégrafo,
2015). Nonetheless, the access to the Plaza Grande was limited to citizens to express
their anger and their demands during the strike. The Plaza Grande became, in this way, a
space of disputed power, both real and symbolic, that is limited to only one part of the
citizenry.
Deepening Mechanisms of Patriarchal Domination by the State
Gender as a relational concept and political category of denunciation can reveal the
subordination of women imposed by the patriarchal system (Paredes, 2008). In this
sense, analyzing the strategies of repression from a feminist perspective demonstrates
how the impacts of political violence help to aggravate the structural conditions of
subordination and historical oppression that women experience. In the context of the
Indigenous Marches and the National Strike, one sees that the strategies of repression
assume specific gendered characteristics and patterns.
The political violence expressed in the patriarchal domination of the female body
continues to be present in the repressive measures adopted by the State, especially in
those most serious cases in which police forces threaten sexual aggression. These means
of oppression, which manifest in diverse ways against the female body, are
accompanied by speeches and narratives – not only of the police but also of the
President of the Republic – that promote sexist attitudes, deepen gender stereotypes, and
ignore the role of women as political subjects in social movements. It is noteworthy that
women have held an important social role in spearheading protest marches, organizing
social actions upon arrival in Quito, and identifying women‟s and feminist organizations
in the capital. Nonetheless, one observes the persistence of patriarchal discourses and
practices by various state bodies which, together with the physical violence perpetrated
directly upon the bodies of women and physical and sexual repression, support
mechanisms of patriarchal domination.
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8) CONCLUSIONS
The constitutionally protected right to legitimate exercise of social protest and
resistance has been limited by the criminalization of social protest, as evidenced during
the days of August 13-21, 2015.
The disproportionate repression, attacks and arrests towards demonstrators, and the
initiation of criminal proceedings against social groups and indigenous leadership,
enable the judicial persecution of citizens.

The emergency decree has become a de facto restriction on the extent of social and civic
protest and violates international human rights standards. It is a clear suspension of
rights within the context of the marches.

In practice, the exercise of counter-protests in the public space has been limited due to
restrictions on free movement. Specifically, one can identify different phases in the
repressive strategies employed by the state apparatus responsible for the use of force.
Each one of these phases implies the gradual growth in the use of force, and includes
the prosecution of arrested persons.

The first phase is the demonstration of the threat of force, which does not imply
physical contact or direction aggression towards a citizen. One can note the use of
animals, such as dogs and horses, in the course of marches. The presence in the territory
and the deployment of police and military forces achieves the function of terrorizing
and intimidating the citizenry. Some research (Martínez & Sorribas, 2014) indicates that
this demonstration of threat is executed with the intent to “control a tense situation with
the public”. The primary objective is to create a deterrent effect in the space where the
conflict is. At this point, elements of attack, such as gasses or guns with rubber bullets,
are not used, but rather applied as persuasive strategies, primarily in the presence of
police or military groups.

When such actions are not sufficient to dissuade the citizenry, the use of force is
progressively increased. These phases correspond to repressive actions and include the
use of batons, shields, teargas, and physical assault. The cases documented in this report
are examples of such actions. The assaulted persons are traumatized in multiple ways,
with lesions, injuries from burns, and asphyxiation by teargas. Moreover, the assaults
affect the physical and mental health in the short and long term. Another mechanism of
state aggression is the raids of houses. This occurred principally on the protests in the
provinces of Loja, Morona Santiago, and Zamora Chinchipe. The weapons were
employed by police and military, and arrests were also made.
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To complement the repressive mechanism, the following phase consists of detaining
various citizens. This strategy is fundamental to exemplify the consequences of social
protest. In fact, of registered cases, 65% concluded in arrests. In other words, every 2
out of 3 people assaulted were arrested. The arrests sometimes imply the imposition of
judicial charges and other times the release of citizens after a few hours of days. The
arrests occurred at the level of both leadership and of the general population. It should
be noted that the arrests occurred primarily of men. Assaults without arrests is a strategy
employed primarily against women, possible with the intention of avoiding state
violence against women, which may be more visible to the public opinion.

Finally, prosecution is the final phase of the repressive strategies. Criminalization
constitutes the imposition of charges against detained persons. According to the
Prosecution, the charges are sabotage and terrorism, paralyzing public services, attacks
or resistance to the police, possession of weapons, and incitation of discord. The
criminalization involves the possibility that the public faces sanctions involving
deprivation of liberty for up to 10 years, which affects political participation.

Several authors (Svampa & Pandolfi, 2004) note that the criminalization of protest is
part of state policy. It can indicate the intent to deter, through exemplary cases, protests
and political participation. Moreover, the judicial persecution and effective deprivation
of liberty have psychological effects on the citizenry, such as heightened anxiety, depersonalization, the loss of self-esteem, the loss intimacy, the absence of life aspirations,
and the lack of control over one‟s own life (Echeverri Vera, 2010). Clearly, the
persecution of citizens who exercise their right to demonstrate and protest generates
damage that goes far beyond the political control of society.

To conclude, we end with a polemic: Does the State use the same strategies of
repression when it comes to demonstrations by the upper-middle class (as in the case
last June) as it does with the mobilization of the masses?
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9) PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD OF SOME ASSAULTS AND DETENTIONS

Police with dogs during indigenous demonstrations andnational strike

Assaulted person in Orellana
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Unconscious woman in Morona Santiago

Unconscious woman in Morona Santiago
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Assaulted woman in Morona Santiago

Assault of a woman en Loja
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Assaulted woman Quito

Assaulted man in Quito
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Assaulted man in Saraguro

Assaulted man
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Assault in Saraguro

Arrest in Saraguro
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Arrest of a photographer for El Comercio. Source: El Comercio

Assault in Chimborazo
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Assaults in Quito. Author: Juan Cevallos

Assault in Saraguro by the Armed Forces
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Arrest in Saraguro by the armed forces
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